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Image approximation to eciently support direction queries
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ABSTRACT

The representation and processing of spatial queries is important in numerous
application domains in the areas of computer-aided design, multimedia databases,
spatial and geographic applications. A sample query type in these applications is to ®nd
objects that satisfy a speci®c direction relation with respect to a given object. Due to the
large size of these databases and the complexity of geometric algorithms, appropriate
indexing techniques and object approximations are crucial. The problem is that the
relationships between object approximations are usually a superset of the actual
relationships between their corresponding objects, resulting in a number of false hits. A
challenge, hence, is to reduce the number of false hits in order to decrease the number of
times we invoke the complex geometric algorithms on the actual representations of the
objects. Two dierent image shape approximation techniques minimum bounding circles
(MBC) and minimum bounding rectangles (MBR) are compared. MBC was shown to be
preferred over minimum bounding rectangles (MBR) for our application. The support of
direction queries using spatial data structures based on the minimum bounding circle
approximation (MBC) will be described. By identifying special cases in MBC relations,
extra ®ltering steps are proposed to reduce the number of false hits, and hence further
enhance the direction relation query response time.

Multimedia databases; spatial databases; direction relations; shape
approximation; image retrieval
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INTRODUCTION

Many applications in the areas of cartography, computer-aided design, spatial
reasoning, image and multimedia databases, and geographic applications
require representing and processing spatial relations between objects. A major
data type stored and managed by these applications is the representation of two
dimensional (2-D) objects. Two important types of spatial queries are:
topological and direction queries. With topological queries, we are interested in
®nding objects that are in the neighborhood, incident, or included in the query
object. While, with direction queries, we are interested in ®nding the objects that
satisfy a certain location in space (e.g., north, south) with respect to the query
object. For the example of multimedia applications, here a sample query might
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be ``®nd all the scenes that an object (A) is on the top or near an object (B).''
Therefore, one of the important functionalities required by all of these
applications is the capability to ®nd objects in a database that satis®es a spatial
relation with a given object.
In a spatial database system, the objects are organized and accessed by spatial
access methods (SAMs.) However, since SAMs are not able to organize complex
polygon objects directly, a common strategy is to store object approximations
and use these approximations to index the data space. Approximations maintain
the most important features of the objects (position and extension) and
therefore, they can be used to eciently estimate the result of a spatial query.
The advantages of using approximations is that the exact representation of the
object is not often required to be loaded into main memory, and it does not need
to be examined by expensive computational geometry algorithms.
In this paper, however, we focus on the minimum bounding circle (MBC) of
an object as its approximation. Our primary motivation for this decision is that
in previous studies (Safar & Shahabi 1999, Shahabi et al. 1999), we showed the
interesting properties of MBC to improve the eciency of similarity queries for
the retrieval of 2-D objects by shape. Therefore, in order to utilize the same
approximation for other spatial queries (i.e., topological and direction queries),
we need to investigate the usefulness and feasibility of MBCs for such queries.
In this paper, we show how a subset of MBC features could also be utilized to
answer dierent spatial queries. As a result, there is no need to maintain two
approximations (i.e., minimum bounding rectangles (MBR) and minimum
bounding circles (MBC)) per object for ecient support of dierent queries,
such as similarity and spatiality.
LITERATURE REVIEW

One of the most popular approaches for the approximation of image shape is
the use of minimum bounding rectangles (MBRs). The MBRs can maintain the
position and extension features of spatial objects. Brinkho et al. (1993),
Brinkho et al. (1994), & Papadias et al. (1995) have claimed that the popularity
of the MBR is due to its simplicity because they need only two points for their
representation. Hence, almost all the previous studies on spatial databases use
the MBR of an object as its approximation (Pequet & Ci-Xiang 1987, Greene
1989, Frank 1992, Brinkho et al. 1993, Papadias et al. 1994, Papadias et al.
1995). The main access method used by these studies is based on the R-tree
index structure (or its variations.) They describe topological relations using
MBRs, and also describe direction relations based on either the projectionbased method (Frank 1992, Papadias et al. 1994) or cone-directions method
(Pequet & Ci-Xiang 1987).
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Several other approaches were proposed and used in the literature to
approximate spatial objects (e.g., CH, 5-C, 4-C, RMBB, MBE, etc.) They dier
from MBR by having a higher accuracy of approximating the spatial objects.
However, MBR approximation uses a very ecient spatial access method
designed for bounding boxes, like R-tree. In this work, we use a dierent
approximation method named minimum bounding circles (MBCs.) MBC has
the worst approximation of the objects compared to the other methods.
However, in our previous work (Safar & Shahabi 1999, Shahabi et al. 1999) we
have shown how to modify MBC using special structures to eciently support
dierent spatial queries. In addition, we proposed extra algorithms and methods
that eciently used MBC to reduce the number of false-hits and expedite the
query response time.
We also show that MBCs could be utilized to eciently support direction
relations by employing the concept of cone-directions (Pequet & Ci-Xiang 1987,
Benjamin 1997) and projection-based (half-planes) method (Greene 1989,
Papadias et al. 1995). A projection-based (half-planes) method deals with
direction relations between arbitrary extended objects represented by their
minimum bounding rectangles.
In order to de®ne the direction relations, we ®rst need to ®nd a representative
for each object. Objects are represented in two ways. The ®rst method,
represents objects as points. The drawback of using point to represent objects is
that it ``may miss crucial aspects of spatiality, like a shape'' (Zimmermann &
Freksa 1993). The second method uses spatially extended objects, i.e., 2-D area
or 3-D volumes:
``Distances and directions are easily de®nable only for extended objects which
are disjoint, i.e., the topological relations provide the ®rst level of classi®cation
of spatial relations, and the metric relations a second level of characterization,
with distance and directions only applicable for disjoint objects'' (Frank 1992).
The drawback of the approach is that, shapes of dierent classes cannot be
handled equally well. As a consequence, some approaches were restricted in
dealing with only convex or rectangular shapes (Zimmermann & Freksa 1993).
Several alternatives were used to partition the plane. The projection based
method (Greene 1989, Frank 1992, Papadias et al. 1995) used the idea of
dividing the plane that contains the representative point into sub-planes by
using projection vertical to the co-ordinate. Another method de®ned the
direction relations using angular directions (Hernandez 1991). The work in
Dutta (1989) used fuzzy sets to denote membership in a fuzzy relation, in
relations such as next to and close.
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IMAGE SHAPE APPROXIMATION

The geometric algorithms employed to examine spatial relationships between
two objects are usually computationally expensive and complex. Instead,
relationships between the approximations of the objects (MBCs or MBRs) can
be examined quite eciently. Therefore, a typical technique to improve the
performance of spatial queries is to examine the objects' approximations instead
of the actual representations of the objects (typically represented by polygons).
An approximation of a spatial object usually contains sucient details about it
to answer most spatial queries. However, since they usually cover a larger area
than that covered by the original object, they produce some false hits (in which
the relations between the approximations is a superset of the relations between
the actual objects). Hence, a ®lter step is used to reduce the false hits and
identify the correct set of answers for the query. In some cases, the original
spatial object has to be retrieved to exactly retrieve the correct answers. Thus, a
successful approximation is the one that reduces the number of false hits.
There is always a trade-o between the simplicity of an approximation method
and the accuracy of the query answer. The prominent features of any
approximation should be the time spent for constructing the approximation, its
support for dierent spatial query types, and its accuracy (i.e., less false-hits and
no false-misses) in answering spatial queries. MBR approximations are very easy
to construct, however, they are rather rough and inaccurate object
approximations. Hence, this leads to a higher number of false-hits and
consequently more time is spent in ®ltering the candidate set of answers. This is
because the exact object representation is tested more often with complex
computational geometry algorithms. However, the MBR approximation is
unique and translational invariant but not rotational invariant. It can be
computed with a simple linear algorithm. On the other hand, the approximation
MBC is unique, translational invariant and rotational invariant. A randomized
algorithm with an expected linear complexity, which is based on Seidel's optimal
linear algorithm can be used to compute MBCs. Furthermore, the MBC has a
lower storage requirement. The coordinates of center of the circle and its radius
are stored, while for MBRs, the coordinates of two corners of the box are stored.
SPATIAL QUERY SUPPORT USING SHAPE APPROXIMATION

In many applications MBC query response outperforms the MBR's. This is
because the MBC utilizes sphere-tree, which is orientation insensitive. This
means that, in contrast to nearly all other known spatial organizations, the
expected spatial query time is independent of the orientation of the data and the
query regions.
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``This indexing technique outperformed the R-tree in the case of overlap
queries with circles and convex polygons. Some advantages of using spheres
instead of rectangles are: orientation insensitivity, decreased storage space
requirement (especially for higher dimensional index structures), and in some
cases, reduced area coverage by the bounding spheres as compared to that of
bounding rectangles. However, this last advantage depends heavily on the shape
of the objects'' (Oosterom & Claassen 1990).
DIRECTION RELATIONS

We de®ne direction relations as relations that describe order in space (e.g.,
north, south) between objects. Directional information about the environment
is directly available to animals and human beings through perception and is
crucial for establishing spatial location and for path ®nding (Zimmermann &
Freksa 1993). With cone-directions, the direction domain is divided into a
number of cones (or triangles) with the same resolution. The direction
between two objects is de®ned as an angle related to some directions ®xed in
space. The qualitative direction relation consists of ranges of quantitative
directions. ``The geometric range of each cone increases with the increase of
the distance'' (Pequet & Ci-Xiang 1987, Benjamin 1997). ``Cone-shaped
directions better represent the direction of ``going toward,'' whereas the 'halfplanes' better represent the relative position of points on the earth.
Frequently, the two coincide'' (Frank 1992). When using a representative
point or points for objects, the plane that contains the representative point
can be divided into sub-planes that could be used to de®ne the direction
relations between the actual objects.
In this paper, we show that MBCs could be utilized to eciently support
direction relations. For direction relations, by employing the concept of conedirections (Pequet & Ci-Xiang 1987), we introduce two methods to reduce the
number of false hits. We achieve that by partitioning the MBCs into regions,
and ®nd the direction between objects based on the regions they cover.
Projection Based Direction Method

First we describe the primitive direction relations set d1, a projection based
method (Greene 1989, Papadias et al. 1995), in which one point, pi, is used to
represent the reference object p. The plane is divided into nine partitions which
de®ne the primitive relations according to where the point qj (representing the
primary object q) is placed on the plane (see Figure 1).
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Figure 1.

Primitive direction relations

The nine primitive relations are de®ned as follows:
Restricted ÿ North pi qj   X pi   X qj  ^ Y pi  Y qj 
North ÿ East pi qj   X pi  X qj  ^ Y pi  Y qj 
North ÿ West pi qj   X pi  X qj  ^ Y pi  Y qj 
Restricted ÿ South pi qj   X pi   X qj  ^ Y pi  Y qj 
South ÿ East pi qj   X pi  X qj  ^ Y pi  Y qj 
South ÿ West pi qj   X pi  X qj  ^ Y pi  Y qj 
Restricted ÿ East pi qj   X pi  X qj  ^ Y pi   Y qj 
Restricted ÿ West pi qj   X pi  X qj  ^ Y pi   Y qj 
Same ÿ Position pi qj   X pi   X qj  ^ Y pi   Y qj 
;
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where X and Y are functions that rerun the x and y coordinate of a point.
Greene (1989) & Papadias et al. (1995) de®ned a second set, d2, of more
general relations that were generated from the disjunction of relations of the set
d1. The use of sets d1 & d2 can reduce the re®nement steps required to identify
the direction relation between objects. This is because of the use of MBR
approximations which are adequate to represent the relations from set d2
between the actual objects. The set d2 was de®ned as follows:
North pi qj   North ÿ West pi qj  ^ Restricted ÿ North pi qj  ^ North ÿ East pi qj 
East pi qj   North ÿ East pi qj  ^ Restricted ÿ East pi qj  ^ South ÿ East pi qj 
South pi qj   South ÿ West pi qj  ^ Restricted ÿ South pi qj  ^ South ÿ East pi qj 
West pi qj   North ÿ West pi qj  ^ Restricted ÿ West pi qj  ^ South ÿ West pi qj 
Same ÿ Level pi qj   Restricted ÿ West pi qj  ÿ Position pi qj  ^ Restricted ÿ East pi qj 
Same ÿ Width pi qj   Restricted ÿ North pi qj  ÿ Position pi qj  ^ Restricted ÿ South pi qj 
;
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:

Using both the sets d1 and d2 of directional relations between points, the
spatial relationships between objects could be de®ned as follows:
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Strong ÿ North p q  8pi 8qj North pi qj 
Weak ÿ North p q  9pi 8qj North pi qj  ^ 8pi 9qj North pi qj  ^ 9pi 9qj South pi qj 
Strong ÿ Bounded ÿ North p q  8pi 8qj North pi qj  ^ 8pi 9qj North
ÿEast pi qj ^ 8pi9qjNorth ÿ West pi qj
Weak ÿ Bounded ÿ North p q  9pi 8qj North pi qj  ^ 9pi 9qj South pi qj  ^i 9qj North
ÿEast pi qj ^ 8pi9qj North ÿ West pi qj
Strong ÿ North ÿ East p q  8pi 8qj North ÿ East pi qj 
Weak ÿ North ÿ East p q  9pi 8qj North ÿ East pi qj  ^ 9pi 9qj South pi qj 
^8pi 9qjNorth ÿ East pi qj 
Just ÿ North p q  8pi 8qj North pi qj  ^ Same ÿ Level pi qj  ^ 9pi 9qj Same
ÿLevel pi qj ^ 9pi 9qjNorth pi qj
North p q  9pi 8qj North pi qj  ^ 8pi 9qj North pi qj 
;
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The MBC approximation represents each object using a point to correspond
to the center of the circle and a value to correspond to the radius of the circle.
By using the center and the radius to represent the reference object p, the plane
is divided into 20 partitions, according to where the center of the primary object
q is placed (Figure 2).

Figure 2.

Primitive direction relations using MBC

Using the MBC approximations of the objects, we can conclude the direction
relationships between the actual objects. This depends on the relative positions of
the representative points of the MBCs. Let Cp be the center of the MBC that
approximates the primary object p, and Cq be the center of the MBC that
approximates the reference object q. Using the partitioning as shown in Figure 2
and the representative points of the MBCs, we can conclude the direction
relationships between the actual objects depending on the MBCs relations. Table 1
shows the MBCs that could enclose objects that satisfy the given relation. In the
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above relations, when two adjacent regions are speci®ed, the boundary points that
separate them are included (e.g., regions 3,4 means all points in regions 3 and 4,
including the points on the part of line c that separates the two regions).
Table 1. MBCs to be retrieved for direction relations
Direction relation

Strong-North(p,q)
Just-North(p,q)
Weak-North(p,q)
North(p,q)
Strong-Bounded-North(p,q)
Weak-Bounded-North(p,q)
Strong-North-East(p,q)
Weak-North-East(p,q)

MBCs to be retrieved (partitions that

Cp could be in)

all regions above line e
all regions above and including line e
all regions above line f
all regions above line f
all regions above line e and to the left of line c and to
the right of line a
all regions above line f and to the left of line c and to
the right of line a
regions 3,4,9 and 10
regions 3,4,8,9 and 10

Since MBCs are not adequate to express the direction relation between the actual
objects, a re®nement step may be needed to eliminate the false hits for some
direction queries. Figure 3 illustrates a con®guration of objects whose MBCs
correspond to objects that satisfy a query asking for objects satisfying the relation
Strong-North-East(p,q). It is clear from the ®gure that not all the objects retrieved
satisfy the relation Strong-North-East(p,q). So, the re®nement step is needed to
detect the false hits (Figure 3a, b, c) from the true hits (Figure 3d).

Re®nement step for direction relations.
Strong-Bounded-East(p,q); Strong-North(p,q);
Weak-North-East(p,q); Strong-North-East(p,q)

Figure 3.
(a)
(c)

(b)

(d)

As for topological relations, in order to retrieve the direction relations using
sphere-tree we can de®ne more general relations that may be used for
propagation in the intermediate nodes of the tree structure. Following this
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strategy, the search space is pruned by excluding the intermediate nodes, P, that
do not satisfy the query constraint. Table 2 presents the relations that should be
satis®ed between an intermediate node P and the MBC q' of the reference object
so that the node will NOT be selected for propagation.
Table 2. Intermediate nodes to be retrieved for direction relations
Intermediate MBCs NOT to be retrieved

Cp could be)
Strong-North(p,q) all regions below line e, Strong-South(P,q'), and the vertical distance
between Cp and Cq is  Rp
Just-North(p,q) all regions below line e, Strong-South(P,q'), and the vertical distance
between Cp and Cq is  Rp
Weak-North(p,q) all regions below line f, Strong-South(P,q'), and the vertical distance
between Cp and Cq is  Rp + Rq
North(p,q)
all regions below line f, South(P,q'), and the vertical distance
between Cp and Cq is  Rp + Rq
Strong-Bounded- all regions below line e, Strong-South(P,q'), and the vertical distance
North(p,q)
between Cp and Cq is  Rp <OR> all regions to left of line a, StrongWest(P,q'), and the horizontal distance between Cp and Cq is  Rp +
Rq <OR> all regions to the right of line c, Strong-East(P,q') and the
horizontal distance between Cp and Cq is  Rp + Rq
Weak-Bounded- all regions below line f, South(P,q'), and the vertical distance between
North(p,q)
Cp and Cq is  Rp + Rq <OR> all regions to left of line a, StrongWest(P,q'), and the horizontal distance between Cp and Cq is  Rp +
Rq <OR> all regions to the right of line c, Strong-East(P,q'), and
the horizontal distance between Cp and Cq is  Rp + Rq
Strong-Northall regions below line e, Strong-South(P,q'), and the vertical
East(p,q)
distance between Cp and Cq is  Rp <OR> all regions to left of
line b, Strong-West(P,q'), and the horizontal distance between Cp
and Cq is  Rp
Weak-Northall regions below line e, Strong-South(P,q'), and the vertical distance
East(p,q)
between Cp and Cq is  Rp <OR> all regions to left of line b, StrongWest(P,q'), and the horizontal distance between Cp and Cq is  Rp
Direction relation

(partitions where

Re®nement Step for Projection Based Method

In applications where the exact direction relations are not required, some
complex direction relations, such as strong and bounded relations, could be
avoided. For example, if we are interested in only all objects above an object, or
all objects to the right of objects, we could de®ne simpler direction relations
between objects based on the relations of set d2. Our de®nition consists of 8
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pairwise disjoint relations as follows:
1 - North(p,q): at least one point of the object p is above all points of object q.
2 - North-West(p,q): at least one point of the object p is above and to the left
of all points of object q.
3 - North-East(p,q): at least one point of the object p is above and to the right
of all points of object q.
4 - South(p,q): at least one point of the object p is below all the points of
object q.
5 - South-West(p,q): at least one point of the object p is below and to the left
of all the points of object q.
6 - South-East(p,q): at least one point of the object p is below and to the right
of all the points of object q.
7 - East(p,q): at least one point of the object p is to the right of all points of
object q.
8 - West(p,q): at least one point of the object p is to the left of all the points of
object q.
The MBC approximation represents each object using a point to correspond to
the center of the circle, and a value to correspond to the radius of the circle. By
using the point and the value to represent the reference object, the plane is divided
into 13 partitions (A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, J, K, L and M) as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4.

Primitive direction relations using MBC

Using the MBC approximations of the objects, we can conclude the direction
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relationships between the actual objects. This depends on the relative positions
of the representative points of the MBCs. Let Cp be the center of the MBC that
approximates the primary object p, and Cq be the center of the MBC that
approximates the reference object q. Using the partitioning shown in Figure 4
and the representative points of the MBCs, we can conclude the following
relationships between the actual objects:
1 - If Cp is in partition G => North(p,q).
2 - If Cp is in partition F => North-West(p,q).
3 - If Cp is in partition H => North-East(p,q).
4 - If Cp is in partition K => South(p,q).
5 - If Cp is in partition L => South-West(p,q).
6 - If Cp is in partition J => South-East(p,q).
7 - If Cp is in partition I => East(p,q).
8 - If Cp is in partition M => West(p,q).
9 - If Cp is in partition A, B, C or D, then no conclusion can be drawn about
the precise direction relation between the actual objects and a re®nement
step is required. But we conclude some relations as shown later.
10- If Cp is in partition E, then no conclusion can be drawn about the direction
relation between the actual objects and a re®nement step is required, in
which the direction relation is computed from the actual objects.
For the case mentioned in relation nine, we could conclude some information
about the direction relation between the actual objects. If the information
concluded is not enough to solve a query, a re®nement step should be done as for
relation 10. The following describes the direction relation that could be concluded
about the actual objects if Cp lays in partition A. The direction relations can be
formed in a similar manner for the case where Cp lays in B, C, or D.
From Figure 5 we can see that if Cp lays in partition A, then the direction
relation between the primary object p and the reference object q could be: a)
North(p,q), b) West(p,q), c) North-West(p,q), d) unde®ned. If the exact
direction relation is required, we need to get the actual objects. From the
primary object p, we only need to ®nd the point with the highest y-value and the
point with the lowest x-value and compare this values to the same values from
the reference object q. So if a simple indexing scheme stores a pre-sorted actual
object (ascending or descending) according to their x and y values, then we do
not need to retrieve the whole set of object points in the re®nement step. We
only need to retrieve four points, two for each object as mentioned earlier.
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Re®nement step for direction relations:
North(p,q); West(p,q); North-West(p,q);
no de®ned direction relation

Figure 5.
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Using Sphere Tree for Direction Relations

To expedite the processing of spatial queries, objects could be organized and
indexed using the sphere-tree index structure. Sphere-tree is a spatial
organization technique used for storing and retrieving large sets of geometric
objects. It is a spatial access method used for storing and retrieving objects
approximated by their MBCs, as opposed to the R-tree, which is used for
objects approximated by their MBRs.
In order to utilize sphere-tree to index MBCs we need to address the
mismatch between approximation relations and actual relations for intermediate
nodes of the tree. Intuitively, since MBC approximations of objects are dierent
than their MBR approximations, we expected that this would change the rules
of propagation in the intermediate nodes of sphere-tree compared to those of Rtree. On the contrary, our investigations showed that the relations that may be
satis®ed between an intermediate node P and q' (so that the node be selected for
propagation in the sphere-tree) are similar to those relations obtained for the
case where R-tree was used. The same results were also obtained when
investigating the empty results query optimization (i.e., where the result of the
query is known to be empty without running the query).
In order to retrieve the spatial relations using sphere-tree, one needs to de®ne
more general relations to propagate the intermediate nodes (possibly containing
several MBCs) of the tree structure. By knowing the spatial relation between the
MBC of the intermediate node, P, and that of the reference object q, one could
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conclude the possible spatial relations between q and all the primary objects
contained in P. For instance, the intermediate nodes that could enclose p' that
covers q', may satisfy the more general constraint contains (P,q') or covers (P,q).
Otherwise, the intermediate node would not contain any p' that satis®es the
relation covers (p',q'). Thus, all the MBCs inside this intermediate node may be
ignored from further search. Following this strategy, the search space is pruned
by excluding the intermediate nodes P that do not satisfy the previous
constraint.
The same concept is applied to direction relations. As with topological
relations, we need to de®ne more general relations that could help in the search
of direction relations using the information provided by the intermediate nodes
in the sphere-tree. This would directly lead to the exclude of some intermediate
nodes P that do not satisfy the query (i.e., would not contain a primary object
that satis®es the query). See Table 3 for further details.
Table 3. Intermediate nodes to be retrieved for direction relations
Relation between MBCs

Intermediate nodes

P to be searched

North(p',q')

North(P,q') v North-West(P,q') v North-

North-West(p',q')

North(P,q') v North-West(P,q') v

North-East(p',q')

East(P,q')

West(P,q')

North(P,q') v North-East(P,q') v

East(P,q')

West(p',q')

South-West(P,q') v North-West(P,q') v

East(p',q')

South-East(P,q') v North-East(P,q') v

South(p',q')

South(P,q') v South-West(P,q') v South-

South-East(p',q')

South(P,q') v South-East(P,q') v

South-West(p',q')

South(P,q') v South-West(P,q') v

West(P,q')
East(P,q')

East(P,q')

East(P,q')

West(P,q')

Using the projection based method to represent direction relation between
objects, that are approximated by their MBCs, requires more re®nement steps
for most of the cases.
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Cone Direction Method

Now we represent the direction relation between objects based on the concept of
cone-directions, in which the direction domain is divided into a number of cones
(or triangular) with the same resolution. The direction between two objects is
de®ned as an angle related to some directions ®xed in space or in which the
partition of the primary object representative falls. In this representation one
point, pi, is used to represent the reference object p. The plane is divided into 4
partitions which de®ne the primitive relations according to the location of the
point qj. Point qj represents the primary object q placed on the plane (see Figure
6). In Figure 6, object p is north of object q with an angle.

Figure 6.

Primitive direction relations using cone-shaped method

In Figure 6, we represent the relation between two points. This could also be
extended to de®ne direction relations between extended objects. Figure 7 shows
examples of de®ning direction relation between a point and an object, and
between two objects. It is clear that cone-based representation could be easily
adopted to our representation of objects as MBCs. The direction relation
between any two objects can be computed by using their MBCs as object
representatives.

Primitive direction relations using cone-shaped method
between a point and an object between two objects

Figure 7.
(a)

(b)
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Figure 8 de®nes our direction relations in a plane. The circle represents the
MBC of the reference object, the part/s of the primary object that lay in the
MBC of the reference object are considered to be at the same level with the
reference object.

Figure 8.

Primitive direction relations de®ned between MBCs

Some objects could span more than one partition of the 5 direction partitions
(Figure 9). For example, an object could have parts in the North partition and
other parts in the East partition. In order to de®ne such relations correctly, we
de®ne the direction relation between two objects as a permutation from the set
{N: north, S: south, E: east, W: west, SL: same level}.

Figure 9.

Dierent number of partitions spanned by dierent objects

For the objects p1, p2, p3, and p4 in Figure 9, we could de®ne their direction
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relation with respect to the reference object q respectively as {N}, {N,E},
{W,N,E}, and {N,E,S,W}.
Using MBCs representative for extended objects when ®nding the
direction relations between objects could lead to incorrect inferences. For
example, in Figure 10 we have two primary objects p and p' and a reference
object q. If you use the previous de®nition to ®nd their direction relation,
you end up with the relation {N,E} for both of the objects. Notice that the
real objects do not satisfy these relations rather, object p satis®es {E} and
object p' satis®es {N}. This problem may be solved by going into another
step of re®nement which might require retrieving the original objects, or we
could modify the MBCs such that they include more information about the
real objects.

Figure 10.

Primitive direction relations between MBCs of objects
that leads to incorrect inferences

We propose dividing the MBC of an object into 4 partitions similar to
the direction relation partitioning (Figure 11a). In the early stages, in which
we ®nd the MBC of an object, we could check if parts of the real object fall
in the 4 partitions or not. For the partitions in which the real object lays in,
we assign a 1, otherwise we assign a 0. For the object p' in Figure 11b, only
partitions 1 and 4 have parts of the real object, and that is why they are
marked with 1.
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Partitioning the MBCs into 4-partitions to provide
more information about the objects Direction relation between
two MBCs using the partitioning information
Figure 11. (a)

(b)

When we de®ne the direction relation between two objects, we only need to
investigate the partitions of the primary object which are marked with 1. The
partitions that are marked with 0 may be ignored, since they will not contribute
to the direction relation. Therefore, for the object p', the direction relation is
de®ned as {N} only and not {N,E}.
Re®nement Step for Cone Direction Method

In the case where the direction relation between two objects is de®ned as {SL}, same
level,somere®nementstepsarerequired.TheexampleinFigure12showstwoobjects p
and q, whichhave equal MBCs. The direction relation between them is {SL} when the
actual relation should be {N,E,W} or {N}, depending on the de®nition of direction
relations. One re®nement step is using the partition information available for the
referenceobjectq,and partitioningthesame levelpartition into 4new partitions N, S,
E, and W, and computing from the direction relation (Figures 12b and 12c).

Partitions of the same level direction; Partition information
of object p and q; Direction relation between two objects with equal MBCs
Figure 12. (a)

(b)

(c)
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Using the MBC approximations of the objects, we can conclude the direction
relationships between the actual objects based on the cone-shaped method. For
example, in order to ®nd all the objects to the North of a reference object q, we
need to retrieve all objects which have non-empty partitions marked with 1 in
the North partition of the MBC of q. The same partitioning could be applied to
the intermediate nodes of the sphere-tree, and could be used to prune the search
space by excluding the intermediate nodes P that do not have non-empty
partitions in the North partition of the MBC of q.
CONCLUSION

This paper compared some image shape approximation techniques and showed
how for certain applications (some spatial queries, or dierent object types) the
minimum bounding circles (MBCs) outperformed other techniques. We then
described some techniques to support spatial direction queries on 2-D objects
using their MBC approximations. We focused on the support of direction
relations between objects, utilizing their MBCs based on cone-directions
method, and on the projection based method. In addition, we proposed some
®ltering techniques based on special cases for MBCs in order to reduce the
number of false hits. Those cases depend on the direction relations between
MBCs.
We intend to extend this work to support 3D objects. Our preliminary
investigations show that analogous to the special cases based on MBC of 2-D
objects, we can de®ne special cases for 3D objects by using their MBSs.
Furthermore, we plan to study relationships between more than two objects.
Finally, we plan to design a topological-direction model for the speci®cation of the
spatio-temporal relationships among objects (e.g., objects in a video sequence).
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